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which also falls into operational risk was a major cause for RBS troubles as in 2007 it made a cash bid
for ABN Amro without proper due diligence being conducted only to find out a few months later that
ABN Amro was riddled with toxic assets which now belonged to RBS. Weak regulatory oversight and
controls allowed this type of acquisition to go ahead.
RBNZ should consider on other controls not just more capital because this will not prevent such
events from occurring, Operational Risk is an area where most extraordinary events occur which can
bring down banks and even countries (such as Iceland and Greece which also caused immense and
ongoing social unrest). Operational risk covers a wide gambit from internal fraud, external fraud,
breaches of AML laws and sanctions, poor product design, failure to complete proper due diligence on
material acquisitions, misselling, weak regulatory environments, third party service provider failures,
cyber security, IT process failures, model risk failures, human error etc)
There is a reason why Air New Zealand has such good operational risk management (from quality
control, preflight checks, in flight checks, post flight checks, maintenance, training, a multitude of
system performance monitoring, testing, segregation of duties, aviation authority oversight, safety
controls etc). The airline’s interests are very closely aligned to good operational risk management,
because poor operational risk management can end in disaster. In addition, unlike the senior
executives in a bank, the airline pilots are closely aligned to the interests of the passengers
(“stakeholders”) because everyone wants to land safely and the pilots do not have parachutes. If the
same analogy is used for banks, the senior executives (pilots) interests are not so closely aligned to the
passengers (stakeholders such as shareholders, employees, third party service providers etc).
Furthermore the senior executives (pilots) generally have some form of “parachute” so that in the
event of an “accident” they generally are still able to walk away with large bonuses/pensions and large
salary payouts whilst stakeholders such a shareholders and employees may not be so fortunate.
Generally when losses are incurred due to operational events the first thing to go is head count, this
directly effects the economy and slows economic growth. Globally many banks have cut 10s of
thousands of jobs, RBS (15,000), HSBC (over 50,000 globally), UBS (15,000).
Conclusions/Suggestions:
�
�
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Closer regulatory supervision on areas of weakness (Agri and commercial and residential real
estate pre and post credit management drawdowns, monitoring and effectiveness of credit
rating systems).
In addition, multiple restructures within banks increase operational risk losses and errors
because banks do not manage the change properly and often replace experienced staff with
inexperienced staff) Some banks have been known to have annual restructures in
departments which actually impacts efficiencies negatively, the restructure just been
completed when the next restructure commences.
The RBNZ should be asking banks to confirm how many restructures they have within the
bank’s departments, the more restructures the increased change within the organisation and
often the increased risk to the organisation (e.g. human errors/key in errors, process errors,
product errors, inadvertent misselling/misrepresentation due to poorly trained or
inexperienced staff).
RBNZ review Director and Senior Executive suitability but at the level below this there is no
visibility especially when shoulder tapping occurs appointing a person based on their network
connections rather than their experience and good leadership. RBNZ may want to consider
more visibility of the roles immediately under the execs because execs tend to rely strongly on
their direct reports.
Banks who are able to demonstrate on going Operational Risk Management (which includes
recording of all operational risk losses including credit related operational risks (CROPs) such
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as inability to enforce security/documentary failure, near misses and actions taken to
strengthen areas of detected weakness) should receive some form of incentive to reward
good behaviour and allow large banks who manage operational risk effectively to be
competitive in the market. Conversely banks who fail to demonstrate that they have systems
in place (including records of events and near misses) should have additional restrictions
placed on their business operations
Strict oversight controls on derivatives
Prohibition on creation or investment in exotic products
Keep/evolve LVR restrictions to ensure that banks portfolios have some buffers
Stop using IRB Modelling of credit (agree with RBNZ that this is not consistent between banks,
is complex, difficult for others to understand and prone to errors. By the way model risk error
is an operational risk, so is complexity of models). IRB drives the wrong behaviour there is a
huge focus on banks to increase IRB efficiencies (minimise capital required to be held) with
very little focus on the operational risks within their bank.
RBNZ could look at Air New Zealand and see how they manage operational risk
Bank’s should be encouraged to look at other industries which manage operational risk (this
could be Air New Zealand, Fonterra, Petrochemical companies). This can increase
understanding of operational risks in an operating environment and the types of controls
which are put in place to mitigate the risks.
Executive Pay, this is always a political football and the argument from banks is that if you do
not pay the market rate then you cannot attract top talent. This can be true, however as in the
GFC and since then there have been cases of huge executive pay despite poor management
and huge losses. Many banks have a deferral system on exec pay which is good and probably
does not need to be changed but claw backs should be given more consideration. e,g, the
Execs can receive pay, bonuses, share options etc but if within a certain period after they have
left the role/organisation and material operational issues are identified (e.g. widespread
internal fraud, weak controls/oversight resulting in external fraud, serious failures in
compliance with laws/deliberate circumvention of conditions of licence/AML/Sanctions) there
should be the regulatory power to claw back a significant portion of an execs past
remuneration if the material issues occurred under their watch. This is not about the bank
incurring losses due to normal business operations or external events (e.g. downturn in
economy), this is about where the regulators have investigated or uncovered material issues
where there is deliberate or materially incompetent mismanagement which has resulted in a
material loss and/or threat to the New Zealand Financial system. Such a claw back provision
will make senior executives think twice about cutting corners or closing their eyes to
questionable sales practices by their business unit, or failing to manage material change within
their business without effective due diligence being conducted). The Clawback would remove
the “parachute” and ensure that executives (whilst still entitled to their remuneration and
benefits) have their interests aligned to their passengers (stakeholders
shareholders,
employees and New Zealand’s financial stabilities). Simply put people only care when there is
something that can negatively impact their own money, this is human nature. The Claw back
would increase the probability of good professional behaviour which will strengthen a bank
and reduce the risk of poor management and weak governance. The argument that banks
would not be able to attract good talent with a claw back provision would not hold true as
there is effectively no new restriction on executive remuneration where they perform their
duties responsibly, there will be no impact. It is only where incompetence or serious material
mismanagement is identified that they would be impacted and this would be justifiable. Of
course former execs would need an appeal process to ensure that they are treated fairly and
impartially, but the fact that they know there is a claw back provision would help them to
remain focussed when making decisions and running their banks effectively with good
oversight and governance.
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Additional capital is not the answer, it leads to a false sense of security and when an
extraordinary event occurs it is wiped out. Banks need to be proactively managing their
operational risks (not reactively) and be able to demonstrate this to the Regulator. The
Regulator will soon see which banks are managing operational risk well and which are
managing it poorly by a simple comparison of peer groups (similar to what the regulator does
for credit risk, market risk, regulatory disclosure, AML Compliance etc)
OBR and Outsourcing Policy and proposed BCM policy by RBNZ are to be commended

Kind regards,
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Additional Information:
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